
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

09 August 2012 
 

Luther advises EC Bioenergie GmbH on sale of subsidiary 

to Bosch 

 

Düsseldorf – Robert Bosch GmbH has acquired all the shares in 

Energiecontracting Heidelberg AG from EC Bioenergie GmbH. Luther 

Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft mbH acted for the seller in the transaction. 

 

The purchase agreement has been entered into by EC Bioenergie GmbH (ECB), 

the parent company of Energiecontracting Heidelberg AG (ECH). Luther advised 

both ECB and The Clean Energy Company B.V., a company belonging to the 

Dutch SHV group and the majority shareholder in ECB, on the transaction. The 

parties agreed not to disclose the purchase price. After receiving the go-ahead 

from the antitrust authorities, the closing date was 31 July 2012.  

  

Energiecontracting Heidelberg AG is an energy service provider which develops 

energy concepts and manages power plants. The company specialises in the 

renewable energy and natural biomass market. It will in future become part of 

Bosch Energy and Building Solutions which offers comprehensive services 

concerning the efficient control and supply of energy to the owners of large 

buildings. 
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About the ECB group and SHV Holdings N.V. 

The ECB group, the parent company of Energiecontracting Heidelberg AG, is one 

of the largest pellet producers in Germany. Its customers mainly include mid-sized 

companies. The ECB group is a group company of the Dutch SHV Holding N.V. 

which employs approx. 55,000 employees worldwide in 49 countries. SHV Holding 

N.V. concentrates on energy trading, cash and carry wholesale, the heavy 

transport and logistics sector and the industrial services sector. The group is the 

biggest family-run business in the Netherlands. As an investor, SHV Holding N.V. 

participates in the exploration, production and processing of oil and gas, mainly in 

the North Sea. In addition, the group provides companies from the Benelux 

countries with private equity capital. 

 

On behalf of the sellers 

Luther Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft, Düsseldorf: Dr Markus Schackmann (Lead), 

Christofer Rudolf Mellert (both Partners), Andreas Hecker (all Corporate /M&A), Dr 

Holger Stappert (Partner), Sophie Oberhammer (both Antitrust) 

__________________________________________________ 

 

Brief Profile Luther Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft mbH 

Luther is a leading German commercial law firm that offers comprehensive legal and tax 

services. The full-service law firm is represented at 11 German economic centres and at 

important investment locations and financial centres in Europe and Asia with international 

offices in Brussels, Budapest, London, Luxembourg, Shanghai and Singapore. Our clients are 

medium-sized enterprises and large corporations, as well as the public sector.  

 

Luther works closely with other commercial law firms in all the prevailing jurisdictions 

worldwide. On the Continent, Luther is part of a group of independent leading law firms who 

have worked together for many years on joint cross-border projects. Luther is also the 

German member of Taxand, a global organisation of tax advisory firms. 

 

Luther Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft mbH is a law firm with a business approach: Our innovative 

awareness aspires us to provide our clients with customised legal advice that addresses 

individual needs and delivers the greatest possible economic benefit. Our lawyers and tax 

advisors have a solid understanding of interdisciplinary matters and a wealth of experience in 

collaborating on complex tasks. 

 

Further information is available at: www.luther-lawfirm.com 
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Press contact 

Luther Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft mbH 

Katja Hilbig | Press Officer  Phone:  +49 221 9937 25070 

Anna-Schneider-Steig 22  Mobile: +49 1520 16 25070 

50678 Cologne | Germany   Email:   katja.hilbig@luther-lawfirm.com 

 


